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have you acknowledged that you simply were, very well or responded, I m wonderful should you
knew that you simply weren t? Then hold interpreting this ebook simply should be for you
donning a masks is a strong factor all of us have worn a masks at one time or one other in our
lives. the chance is while YOU, the genuine person, can not be visible what humans see; is the
function that you've turn into Are you're keen on the characters within the book: Mr. and Mrs. D
& L, Ms. Gucci or Little Linda, displaying the face that you really want to be within the eyes of
others?This booklet is much from being only a testimonial; it's a replicate of truth.Sonya Visor
understands the risk of being wrapped up in a blanket of lies through donning a number of
masks. She stumbled on herself mendacity in a fetal place on her lounge flooring able to take
her personal life, yet God used the miracle of her four-year-old son to carry her It was once
certainly time to be unfastened and to benefit how one can TAKE OFF THE MASK.But she first
needed to turn into bare and unashamed from the arms that touched her physique at a tender
age. It was once in the course of that time, that she turned a perfectionist at donning the robust
masks of protecting up the secrets. After all, if others don t are aware of it gained t harm
however it can kill you.It s time to name it what it is, suppose it and now allow s take care of it
A Compelling, revealing, and tear-jerking testimonial... Sonya Visor's debut non-fiction e-book
will catch you from web page one. In her telling book, Sonya reaches into the depths of her soul
to percentage with others. The lifestyles she as soon as continued as a sexually molested baby
virtually led her to dedicate suicide Who I've Become Is Not Who I Am as an adult, yet I thank
God for stepping in. Who she had turn into because of what had occurred some time past
threatened to damage her future, yet God nonetheless there, loved. "And we all know that every
one issues interact for solid to them that love God, to them who're the referred to as in keeping
with his purpose," Romans 8:28, KJV.Today, Sonya enjoys a lifetime of freedom the place she
reaches again to assist others who should be being affected by an analogous issues she had
long past through. because the founding father Who I've Become Is Not Who I Am of TruU
ministries, Sonya encourages the downtrodden who could be donning a masks of the
emotionally sound to be actual with themselves for you to locate the power to develop into
whom God has referred to as them to be.
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